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TO: MSPM Distribution List 
FROM: A. Evans · 
SUBJECT: Sections BE.1.01 and BE.1.02 

November 16, 1967 DATE: 

Attached are revisions of sections BE.1.01 and BE.1.02 
of MSPM. These revisions reflect ~he following changes 
in the EPL command on CTSS: 

0 

• 

·An intermediate pass, called pass 1,5, has been inserted 
between pass 1 and pass 2. 

A BRIEF option has been provided, permitting the user 
to suppress the verbose on-line output from EPL. 

Note that pass 1.5 must .be used whenever pass 1 is used 
no option is provided to circumvent this restriction• 
Be warned that the restriction is required, since pass 
2 will not in a 11 cases be ab 1 e to operate successfully 
if pass 1.5. is not used. 
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Published: ·11/04/67 
Supersedes: BN.3.01, 07/05/66) 

BE~1.01, 01/04/67 

Jdentificati~n 

Use of the EPL Compiler in CTSS 
A. Evans 

U~ag~ 

The command 

R EPL NAME -options-

wi 11· cause the (ASCII) file NAME EPL to be campi led, produc.ing 
the . fa 11 owing t h ree (A SC. I I ) f i 1 e s : 

NAME SOURCE A 11 ne ... numbered 1i s t i ng of the source f 11 e, 
followed by a cross-referenced symbol table. 

NAME MACROS Output of Pass 1 of the campi ler an·d, therefore, 
input to Pass 2~ 

NAME EPLBSA The output of Pass 2 of the comp~ler, ready for 
assembly by EPLBSA •. 

The SOURCE and MACROS files wi 11 normally be left in temporary 
mode, a 1 though the user may direct o~herwi se. · (See the · 
di scuss~on of options be low.) · 

Many options are available to the EPL user-~ they are d~scussed 
in detai 1 be low. · 

If no campi lation is to be done, "'f~"" may be used instead 
of NAME. The run may still be used for updating options, 
determining compiler creation dates, etc. . 

If the first character of the file NAME EPL is the percent 
character, the program EPLMAC ·""i 11 be called before Pass 
1 to process "include" macros. The file NAME EPLMAC which 
it produces is normally created in temporary mode, so 
it is deleted automatically after it has been read by 

,pass 1. EPLMAC is described in Section BE.1.02. 

Files with the following names may be produced as part 
of the EPL run, but they are deleted by the end of the 
run. Thus useful files with these names should·not be 
in the user's directory. 
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~rror Diagnostics 
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Syntactic errors in the user's EPL program may be detected 
in either Pa$S 1 or Pass 2, and they are indicated by · 
error messages printed on the user's console. Pass 2 
will be run even if errors are detected in Pass 1. EPL 
wi 11 conment if illegal option parameters are used, and 
will then refuse to update the profile. 

~PL In.formation On-Line 

Because EPL is still under developm~nt, it has been found 
useful to maintain files giving the current status of 
the system. Several such.files exist,·each fulfilling 
a different purpose. A 11 of the files are ASCII files.
They are described here and summarized at the end of this 
section. 

EPL MESSAG in T288 CMFL02 is a short file, never more 
than a few lines long, which may be printed as part of 
each EPL run. It wi 11 contain a "message of the day''., 
of immediate concern to all EPL users. A user with an 
EPL profile (as explained below) will only see EPL MESSAG 
when it has changed, since one of the items in the profile 
is the creation date of the last EPL MESSAG printed for 
the user. · 

EPL STUFF, also in T288 CMFL02;, is a log file of EPL status. 
In general, a description will be added at the beginning 
of EPL STUFF whenever there is a compiler change. Users · 
maintaining a profile will be informed by EPL each time 
EPL STUFF is updated. The first few lines of EPL STUFF 
will always contain, in tabl!lar form, a summary of tne 
version number and level number for each pass in existence. 
(See the section below on "Campi ler Versions'', for a discussion 
of these terms.) · . 

EPL BUG in T288 CMFL02 contains a list of bugs and restrictions 
most recently encountered. The file contains only current 
problems·and is usually quite short. · 
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Two f.i les of l_~ss concern to the average user nre EPL 1 
LOG and EPL2 LOG, both in T288 CMFL02. These files contain 
a very brief record of what has changed in each new version 
of a pass of the compiler. These logs are updated by 
the compiler maintainance staff and are written in a· rather 
concise form •. EPL STUFF wi 11 usually contain the same · 
information in more readable language. 

Compiler V§rslons 

Because of both the relatively rapid changes in EPL and · 
the desire on the part of its users for as much stability 
a·S possible, there are frequently several versions of 
ee1ch pass of the compiler in exi-stence at any time. Th~ 
three passes of the "official11 version are always EPL1 
SAVED, EPL15 SAVED, and 'EPL2 SAVED. A pass called NEPL.i, 
(Where ! is 11 111 , 11 15" or 11 211 ) wi 11 usually contain the · 
next version of the compiler, which is to' be installed 
as EPLi as soon as its reliability has been proved. Further, 
there will often be an ~&PLi --an e~erimental version · 
which is not yet reHab e enough to oecome a. N~Lfl. In 

. general, users should refrain from using an XE · unless 
they are quite sure that they know what features (and 
problems) it has. After the installation of a NEPLf. ~s 
an EPLi, the previous EP~i will be available for a .ew 
days as yEPLg, in case o mishap. Finally, there may 

.on occas on especial experimental versions identified 
by any letter at all. 

Because .of this proliferijtlon of compiler versions, the EPL 
·command provides options so that the user may select which· 
version of each pass that he wants. For example, to u$e ·.ml 
OEPL15 and XEPL2, he would include in his call to EPL · · 
the arguments· · 

USE1 USEX2 US£015 

To-use N&Pk1, NEPL15 and NEPL2,. 

USEN3 USEN15 

WOU 19 ,WOrk. . (11 311 in thf S C011text. meanS both II 111 and 11 211 •) 

Since the compiler is still in a final stage of debugging, 
it is helpful to the compiler maintainers to be able to 
associate with the output from each run the identities 
of the versions of the compiler which were used. Thus 
every version of. each pass is assigned two. identifying 
numbers: a version number and a level number. E~ch time 
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a pass of the compiler is recompiled., it is assigned the 
next sequential version number for that pass., and level 
zero. If an octal patch is madet the level number is 
increased by one. Thus the.verslon and level numbers 
identify uniquely a pass., regardless of what name it has 
or what is its file system creation· date. 

EPL takes several steps to help identify compiler v~rsions. 
The console output from an EPL run includes the names 
of the versions selected., along with their creation date 
and author. Also., eachpass prints at the beginning of 
its operation two lines: the first line of its input 
file., and the version number and level number. Fin~llly .. 
the version number and level number are included as the 
first line of each output file produced. One effect of 
this is that each EPLBSA file created by EPL contains, 
in its first three lines., comments identifying the compiler 
which created it. · 

~ 11 EPL Profile" 

As discussed in detail in the nex~ two sections., the user 
has a wide choice of options available in his use of EPL. 
Since a particular user may want to use the same set of 
options repeatedly, he may find it useful to have· EPL -J 
maintain for him an EPL profile which contains a record ~-
of options selected. He may still supply option arguments 
for a run~ and these will modify those selected in the · 
profile., rather·than the default options. The argument 
UPDATE may be used to indicate that the profile is to 
be updated to contain the entire set of options in force 
for the current run. FRESH may be used to start over 
with all default options., and STATUS may be used to get 
a listing of the options current. These arguments are 
explained in more detai 1 below. 

The user with a profile obtains two other advantages. 
Normally, the file EPL MESSAG is printed as part of each 
EPL run. The user with a profi 1e wi 11 see this message 
only when it has chan9ed., since one of the items in the 
profile is the CTSS f1le system creation date of the last 
EPL MESSAG printed. Also in the profile is the creation 
date of EPL STUFF, and a message is printed whenever_ this 
date changes. (The file itself is not printed by EPL 
-- it is up to the user to do that.) 

The EPL profile is actually part of a file called USER PROFIL. 
This file is used by the CTSS·command 11 .", as described 
in Section AJ.2 .01 of the CTSS Programmer's Guide.· Users 
who wish to have an EPL profile must first use ". 11 to 
create a USER PROFIL. The technique for doing t~ts is 
de3cribed below, under "Making the Lirks" o 
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The items in the profile are now listed, Note particularly 
that there are no items corresponding to ONOFF, MESSAG, 
STATUS, FRESH, UPDATE, etc., which only apply on a per-
invocation basis. . 

1. File system creation dates for EPL STUFF and EPL MESSAG. 

2~ Listing control -- a switch indicating whether or not 
RQASCI should be invoked as part of the run. 

3, Five switches for permanent EPL, EPLMAC, SOURCE, MACROS 
and EPLBSAo 

4. Five switches for RQASCI control of EPL, EPLMAC, SOURCE, 
MACROS and EPLBSA. 

5. Three words, containing the names of pass 1, pass 1.5 
and pass 2 to be used. 

6. A BRIEF switch controlling the verbosity of the runcom's 
printing. · · 

7. Several other miscellaneous switches. 

Overview 2f Options 

The user of EPL has available to him a wide choice of 
options in the use of the compiler •. He may select options 
for a particular run by including option parameters .in 
his call for EPL, or he may maintain in his file directory 
a profile of options to be used for all compilations. 
If he makes the latter choice, he may on a particular 
run override some or all of the options in his profile. 
Further, the user may update his permanent options as 
he chooses. 

There are six categories of options available: 

• 

• 

There are compiler yersion selectors. Options are 
available so that the user may select which version 
of each pass that he wants. If the user selects 
a NEPLi or OEPLi which is not present in his directory, 
the corresponding s.f.b1 will be used instead. · 

There is listing control. EPL will, if desired, 
call RQASCI to request the printing of files relevant 
to the run. There are switches setable-by options 
to indicate which files are to be printed. · 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

There is mode control. EPL will usually l~ave 
certain created files in temporary mode, but t~e 
user may specify permanent mode for any or ~11 of 
them. 

There !sa BRIEF switch. Normally the EPL command 
.is fairly verbose in its o~line printing. The ~ser 
may stop this verbosity by selecting BRIEF. 

There are misce.llaneous options.· Either Pass 1 and 
Pass 1.5, or Pass 2 may be omitted from a r-un, the 
result of previous EPLMAC may be·used as input to 
Pass 1, etc. · · 

There is option.maintenance. The user maintaining a 
permanent profile· of options has the abi llty to control 
its updating or to override it. 

In general, setting an option involves setting a switch 
ON or OFF. The option name used by the user as an argument 
to EPL.designates which switch to set, and the·setting 
the switch is to receive is the current value of the switch 
ONOFF. This latter sw! tch is centro lled by the arguments 
" ON" and " OFF" • · · 

Details about the Petions 

The options will now be described in detail. Reference will 
frequently be made to the internal switch ONOFF, whose 
value is used to set oPtion ·switches. ONOFF is initially 
ON, but may be set Off py the "OFF'' opt ion and ON by the 
"ON" option. Its "current" value is used., as the arguments 
are processed from left to right. · 

The following abbreviations are used in this description. 

~ Any letter or digit. 

g Either "1 11 ; ''2", "3" or "1511 • d indicates a pass of 
the compiler, and a g of three Tndlcates both · · · 
pass 1 and pass 2. ''151' indicates pass 1.5. 

nam Any of EPL EPM, SRC, t-'AC or EPB. These stand 
respectively for EPL, EPLMAC, SOURCE, MACROS $nd· 
EPLBSA. 
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USE~· Use compiler version ~EPL.Q. 

USE.Q Use compiler version EPL.Q. Default. ' 

RQASCI Call RQASCI to print some or all of NAME EPL, NAME 
EPLMAC, NAME SOURCE, NAME MACROS and NAME EPLBSA. The 
options RQEPL, RQEPM, RQSRC, RQMAC and RQEPB control 
which files are to be printed. The default files to 
print if this option is used are SOURCE, MACROS and 
EPLBSA. · 

NOLIST Do not call RQASCI. Default. 

MESSAG Print EPL MESSAG as part of this run. 

STATUS 

UPDATE 

FRESH 

ON 

OFF 

BRIEF 

PASS1 

PASS2 

After reading all the arguments, print the entire set of 
options which will be used for this run. If UPDATE is 
used, these are the options to be put into the profile. 

Update the EPL profile so that it contains the entire 
set of options which will be used for this run. 

Set all options to default values. The argument list Is 
then ~escanned, from the beginning. 

Set the switch ONOFF to ON. The switch is initialized 
to ON. 

Set ONOFF to OFF. 

Set to ONOFF a switch controlling the verbosity of 
on-line output from the EPL Runcom. If BRIEF is ON, 
only error messages and compiler versions will be 
printed. Default is OFF indicating verbose output. 

Set the execution switch for Pass 1 and Pass 1·.s 
to ONOFF. Passes 1 and 1.5 are included as part of 
the run only if this switch is ON. Default is ON. 

Set execution switch for Pass 2 to ONOFF. Pass 2 is 
inclu,ded as part of the run only if this switch is. 
ON. Default is ON. 
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ROn am -

PRMnsm 

KEPEPM 

EPLMAC 

Set to ONOFF a switch controlling whether or not file 
''NAME nsT" is to be included in any call to RQASCI. 
Default s ON for SOURCE, MACROS and EPLBSA; and OFF 
for EPL and EPLMAC. 

Set. to ONOFF a switch controlling whether or not file 
"NAME nam'' is to be left in permanent mode at the end 
of the run. If the switch for a particular file is OFF, 
its mode will be changed to temporary at the end of the 
run. Default is ON for EPL and EPLBSA; and OFF for 
EPLMAC, SOURCE and MACROS. Note that setting this 
switch OFF for EPL or EPLBSA is almost ·surely an error, 
resulting in the possible loss of the user's input f~le 
or the useful output created •. 

Set to ONOFF a switch indicating whether or not NAME· 
EPLMAC is to be created in per~nent mode. Default is 
OFF, indicating that this file is to be created by EPLMAC 
in temporary mode and thus will be deleted by CTSS when 
it has been read by pass 1. 

Set to ONOFF a switch indicating that input to pass 1 is 
to be NAME EPLMAC instead of NAME EPL. Default is OFF. 

further Comments about Options 

If conflicting options are used, the last one read will gov~rn. 
In general, few checks are made for consistency of options. For 
example, the sequence 

••• ON RQEPM OFF KEPEPM 

· 1 s us·e less, but EPL wi 11 not comment on it. As mentioned 
above, setting PRMEPL to OFF is quite dangerousf since 
it may res~lt in the loss of the user's input flle. 

EPL does dq two things for the user, though. If t~ file 
used as input to the compiler has any mode other than 
zero, EPL wi 11 make no attempt to change it, regardless 
of the user's request. Also, if NAME EPL is in temporary 
mode, ·EPL will not checl< to see if its first character · 
is percent but wi 11 invoke EPLMAC automatically. 

EPL will usually fail in an unpleasant way if it is unable 
to delete an existing file whose name it needs. For example, 
EPL will fail if the user has an existing NAME EPLBSA 
in his directory in protected mode, or if he has a link 
named NAME EPLBSA. 
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Expmp,les 

To compile file THING EPL with optioris A and·B set ON and with 
options£ and Q set OFF~ the call . - -

R EPL THING ON A B OFF C D 

cou.ld be used. The ~ is not needed~ since ONOFF is set to ON 
initially. 

To use NEPL1~ EPL15 and OEPL2~ calling RQASCI to print all five 
relevant files~ making this the permanent options~ 

R EPL ,'r USEN1 US£15 USE02 RQASCI ON RQEPL RQEPM UPDATE KEPEPM 

might be used. The file name ",'t" indicates that no compile is 
to be done. Qli is again redundant~ and the VPDATE could have 
appeared anywhere in the list. Indeed~ all possible reorderings 
of the option list would have the same effect • 

. ,Having set the profile this way, THING can be compiled with 
tHese options by · 

R EPL THING 

To compile ZORCH with standard options, b~t leaving. the J)rofile 
undisturbed~ 

R EPL ZORCH FRESH 

might be used. Then to redo pass 2 with ZORCH MACROS just 
produced but with NEPL2, 

.R EPL ZORCH OFF PASS1 USEN2 

might be used. The first compilation would have left ZORCH 
MACROS in temporary mode, so 

R EPL * ON PRMMAC UPDATE 

would adjust the profile so that subsequent runs would leave 
the MACROS file in permanent mode. 

~thod 

The program EPL SAVED actually initiates a sort of pre-prograrrrned 
RUNCOM. The EPL compiler does its work in three passes, 
each pass being a complete core load. Further~ each pass 
produces as output the files NAME BCD and NAME BSA~ the 
first file being a listing file and the second being the 
useful output. ·In the simplest case. EPL compilations 
could be done with a RUNCOM such as tf:· following; 
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CHAIN NAME 
R EPL1 NAME EPL 
RENAME.NAME BCD NAME SOURCE 
RENAME NAME BSA NAME BSX 
R EPL15 NAME BSX 
R JJJ NAME 
DELETE NAME BSX NAME.BSA NAME. BCD 
R EPL2 NAME MACROS 
RENAME NAME BSA.NAME EPLBSA 
DELETE NAME 13CD 

··; '(JJJ 111aY be assumed to be a program which adjoins the files 
NAME BSA and NAME BSX to create the file NAME MACROS. No such 
program actually exists.) · 

Actu~l .. campi latio_ ns ar~ ~.great deal more complex for. 
ma.py reasons. some of which are these: · 
. ·."" 

• 

......... 

• 

).'" 

• 

• 

EPLMAC may be wcmted t~ proc~ss "include" macros.· 

A, version of the compiler other than the current one 
may be wanted. · . . · · 

The SOURCE and M4CROS files are (usually) to be left 
in temporary mode., .so a CJ-IMOOE is needed. 

A call to RQASCI to print relevant files may be 
wanted as part of the run. · 

The file EPL MESSAG i~ to be printed as part of eac:h run. · ·· · 

For these reasons and others, anc:f because of th~ inefficiencies 
inherent in the use of RUNCOM in CTSS, the effect of the 
RUNCOM is simulated by programming. The program EPL SAVED., 
which is·the program the user calls., start~ off by saving 
the contents of the command buffers, along with switches 
indicating the options s_elected_ for tnis run, in the file 
EPL (TEMP). The file EPL MESSAG is then printed, unless 
the user has an EPL profile,; in w11~ch case 1 t is ·printed 
on ly,.J f i;t. has been updated since the user"s last run. 
EPL then sets up some or all of the following commands 
in the command buffers, depending on the.optlons selected 
by the user: · 

R EPL 1 name EPL 
R EPLX {Al.FA) 
R EPL15 name BSX 
R E PLX {BETA) 

...I 
/ . 
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Here •• name'' is the first name· of· the f~ le being· comp11ed:. 
If EPLMAC is to b~ part of the run. the first 1 ine is 
replaced by: . · . 

R EPLMAC name T 
R EPL 1· name EPLMAC 

EPLMAC is the program whiCh processes the "include" macro. 
It leaves- its output in 'NAME EPLMAC. (For details of 

· · E PLMAC, see BE • 1 • 02 • ) -

EPl1 •s Pass 1 of the EPL compiler, and it will produce 
NAME BCD and NAM~ BSA. The first is a listing file and 
the second is the Pass 1 output. 

EPLX. when called with parameter (ALFA), rename~ NAME 
-BCD to NAME SOURCE.and NAME BSA to NAME BSX. It then 
continues the ~hain. 

EPL15 is pa~s 1 .s of the compiler, also producing NAME BCD 
(which is useless) and NAME BSA, its useful output. 

EPLX, when called with parameter (BET~), combines NAME 
BSA and NAME BSX (in the ASCII sense) to produce NAME . 
MACROS. It then loads the command buffers with 

R EPL2 NAME MACROS 
R EPLX {GAMA) 

and continues the chain •.. · 

I 

EPL2 is pass 2 of the compiler, producing (useless) NAME 
BCD and useful outpu~ NAME BSA. 

EPLX. when called with parameter (GAMA). renames N~ME . 
BSA to NAME EPLBSA and de 1 etes NAME BCD. It. then performs 
tasks requested by the user, such as changing the mode · · · 

·of designated files to temporary, etc. It reloads the . · · · 
comma~d buffers from 'EPL (TEMP), which it then deletes. 
It terminates by calling RQASCI (if requested) and continuing 
whatever chain W<iS in effect when EPL was first invoked. 

Crejting the ~inks 

The user must link to EPL SAVED in T2.34 CMFL01, and to the . 
v_ersion (s) ·of the compiler he wants in T2.aa· CMFLO~. (In ~gener•1• 
he will want only EPL1 SAVED. EPL15 SAVED and EPL.2 SAV~O.) · 
The first time EPL is run. it wi 1'1 make 1 inks to EPL SAVED 
and to EPLMAC SAVED in T234 CMFL01 and to EPL MESSAG and 
EPL STUFF IN T288 CMFL02~ 

To create a USER PROFIL, the command" .. " must be used. (Users of 
11 ." wi 11 a 1 ready have a USER PROF I L,) A 1 1 the user need 
do is type the single line 11 • D /''. 
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Sum~ary Qf Relevant files 

Following is a list of the files needed by the user to 
use EPL. The directory in which the file may be found 
is given, along with a brief description. 

On-Line Documentation 

.EPL MESSAG 

EPL STUFF 
EPL1 LOG 
EPL2 LOG 

EPL BUG 

T2 88. CMF L02 

T288 CMFL02 
T288 CMFL02 
T288 CMFL02 
T288 CFFL02 

The EPL 11 message .of the day'.' 1 
printed as part of each EPL run. 
Details about new passes. 
Concise log of pass 1 changes. 
Concise log of pass 2 changes. 
Current "bug" list. 

The E PL Command 

EPL SAVED T234 CMFL01 

EPLX , SAVED · T234 CMFL01 

EPLMAC SAVED .. T234 CMFL01 

The first part of the EPL command: 
the only part called by the user. 
The remaining parts of the EPL 
command. · 
The EPLMAC command, to process 
11 include" macros. 

The Compiler Itself 

EPL1 SAVED 
EPL15 SAVED 

EPL2 SAVED 

T288 CMFL02 
T288 CMFL02 
T288 CMFL02 

Pass 1, the current version. 
Pass 1.5, the current version. 
Pass 2~ the current version. 

Versions of the compiler other than the current version will 
usually also be in T288 CMFL02. 




